
 
Brexit: Anne, Anglo-Italian, says no to the divorce. "We belong in
Europe"

No, she's can't accept it. She won't surrender to the idea of her country isolating itself from the rest of
the EU. Thus, despite Brexit coming into full effect on 1 February, she is continuing her battle:
"Europe is where we belong.” Anne Parry was born in Liverpool, she was raised in Retford, near
Sherwood Forest. She has been living in Italy since 1982 - with dual citizenship - in Negrar di
Valpolicella (Verona), with her husband Mario. English language teacher, Anne is an activist for
British in Italy: with Mario she protested against London's divorce from the continent - in Rome,
Florence and six times in the United Kingdom - London, Leeds and Winchester. "We marched to the
British Parliament starting from Buckingham Palace, then twice from Hyde Park and again in
Trafalgar Square.” Millions took to the streets multiple times after the 2016 referendum to halt
withdrawal from the European Union.

She too feels like “a member of the Sardines Movement who protest against populism." Recently
Anne and Mario took part in three demonstrations organized by the Sardines Movement in Verona,
Rome and  last Sunday in Desenzano. She sees many common points between the values of the
‘Sardines’ and the anti-Brexit movement, such as the rejection of nationalism/sovereignism which
tends to divide rather than reunite people of different nationalities; solidarity, inclusion, EU-
guaranteed citizens' rights which might cease to exist in the UK after Brexit. And, again, the
importance of a serious, competent, non-shouted, soft-spoken politics, non-violence and focus on the
climate emergency.
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Brexit is a manifestation of populism.

How do you imagine the future of your country? "Its future is certainly in Europe, alongside the other
peoples of Europe. We share the same history, culture...". "Our language has become a kind of
lingua franca shared by people in many other parts of Europe and worldwide. In the UK, we import
goods and services of all kinds from the European Union, many British people love Italian fashion, we
obviously appreciate European food and wine...". Anne is very active on social media to spread
knowledge about the EU and warn against the dreaded consequences of Brexit. “For sure - she says
- my fellow citizens living in Italy are against Brexit.”

But how was it possible to convince 52% of voters to choose "leave" instead of "remain"? " Before the
referendum, there was a string of pro-Brexit adverts on Facebook and Twitter".
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In your opinion, could there be a second referendum in the future? “I don't think so, unfortunately.
However, I believe that the decision to leave the EU is no longer shared by the majority of British
people; even in 2016 there was a very narrow majority, unfortunately we are now forced into this new
isolationism.” She concludes: "I’m quite sure that after having experienced the difficulties that lie
ahead, many British citizens will be better informed and will regret their decision.”

Gianni Borsa
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